ABSTRACT

This research aims to examine the construction of the discourse of religious and moral values within the official English textbook for Indonesian high school students and to expose the underlying ideology. The textbook analyzed is the official English textbook for junior high school grade VII, *Bahasa Inggris: When English Rings the Bell*. This study makes use of Fairclough's three dimensional models, namely textual, processing, and socio-cultural analysis. In the level of textual analysis, the researcher addresses the issues of transitivity and modality. In the processing stage, the focus is on the issue of assumption. Meanwhile, the ideology investigation is done in the last level. The findings shows that the discourse of the religious and moral values are classified into four main categories: values toward one's self (e.g. being discipline regarding the time), values toward others (e.g. loving them and being attentive to their occupation and physical appearance), values toward animals (i.e. loving and being attentive to them), and values toward things around (i.e. being attentive to them). The Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) investigation reveals that the discourse of religious and moral values within this book represents some dominating ideologies, such as the western-secular way of greeting people, the outschool activities of the mid-high social class, the rich’s-style house furniture, and the notion that beauty is identical with white skin and straight hair, the capitalism-driven economics system, as well as the idea of woman emancipation by the feminist movement.
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INTRODUCTION

These recent years, issues of character education have marked a significant shift in Indonesian national curriculum. Although the spirit of character building has been surely inserted in the national educational curriculum from the earliest version and explicitly stated in the national objective of education (chapter 3 of UU 2003), and despite the wide acceptance that moral formation of students is one of the foundational goals of formal education (J. Dewey, J. Goodlad, J. F. Goodman & H. Lesnick, A. McClellan, K.A.Strike) it is only in this recent times character building issues gains a lot of public concern. Besides the official policies from the government, Indonesian educators (such as Budimansyah et al., D. Kesuma, et al, M. Rohman, E. Sulistyowati, M. Yamin, and D. Zuchdi, et al., to mention some) have made some contributions on the discussion of character building.

This unprecedented great concern on character building is partly triggered by the insignificant execution of character shaping in Indonesia. It is signaled by the considered bad characters prevalent nowadays in the country manifested in various wrongdoings such as corruption, intolerance, free sex, and violence. Many people therefore demand the government increase the quality of character
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building in formal education. Understandably, if it is true that today’s Indonesia is typified by moral value crisis or “ethical illiteracy” among its citizens, it should be noted then, as Elhanan suggests it is partly the product of yesterday’s educational system. Noddings urges educators to recognize that “although no individual can escape responsibility for his own actions, neither can the community that produced him escape its part in making him what he has become”. In this regard, Alwasilah notes,

As public debates on politics grow intensely, many critics point their fingers at education, which, in their judgment, has failed to provide people with knowledge, skills, and wisdom. If education had fulfilled its duty, critics assert, social ill such as corruption, collusion and nepotism would not be so rampant. Thus, character education “has become such a prominent issue in education because it has become obvious that our current educational system is not helping our students develop sound moral characters”. Theoretically, the purposes of a state are advanced in the goals of education. As suggested by M. Carnoy, a commonly used instrument for educational system to instill values and attitudes that are considered to be worth in the social structure is ideology. In Indonesian context, more than merely targeting individual students, the project of character education also serves to construct Indonesian national identity considering that the character crisis Indonesia is facing now is in other words identity crisis. It is stated in Pengembangan Budaya dan Karakter Bangsa (p.6) that awareness of one’s self and his or her nation’s identity is an important part in the project. Moreover, among the function of this project (p.7) is not only to filter foreign cultures but
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also Indonesia’s own cultures that contradict the culture and character values of the nation which are dignified (“bermartabat”). This is thus the nature of the concept of identity. Elhanan states that “the discourse of identity is also the discourse of difference, inclusion and exclusion”, the construal of which “includes strategies of denying other identities that seem threatening”.  

Indeed, therefore, as stated by James Arthur, character education is likely the most conflicting battleground of ideology in educational world. While the function of education is to shape human being into what they should be, is likely already a consensus, the what-they-should-be is another case. In J. Graham et al’s words, “We all want children to grow into good people, but ideas of this ‘good’ vary considerably”. Different world views would have different ideals in educating people. In Nucci and Narvaez’s words, “[t]his apparent support for moral education, however, masks the considerable forms of practice that would constitute this area of education”. In Purpel’s words, the current character education movement “represents an ideological and political movement rather than a debate about curricular and instructional matters”.

Different educational ideologies are present due to the fact that educators, philosophers and politicians, hold different beliefs about its purposes and how it should be put into operation. As also emphasized by A.S.Bryk et al. “Public Education is not value neutral; its values mirror those of our larger society.”

---
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Louis Althusser,28 P. Bourdieu and J. Passeron,29 and S. Bowles and H. Gintis,30 suggest that educational system does not only provide knowledge and skill but also reproduce certain social structures and repress different voices. Education can silence dissident voices or push them out if they choose to rebel.31

Considering that Indonesian government release many educational materials for the project of character education, including textbooks (discussed below), it is worth noticing the statement of J. Anyon, although dealing with history text, that the content of educational materials is determined by an ideological perspective.32 The content of these materials can “… acquire the status of truth, and the information will be less likely to be subjected to scrutiny in classrooms or compared with other points of view”. Green, Weade and Graham state that the form and content of instructional materials are organized and put forward with a specific focus in mind and in turn can potentially shape and give direction to students’ perception.33 In H. Giroux’s words, “texts and social practice function primarily to legitimate the interests of the dominant social order”.34 The language of the text may constitute a tool for promoting the acceptance of domination. M. Bakhtin makes clear that language is the terrain where ideological intensions and hegemonic practices are realized.35 He states that

Language is not an abstract system of normative forms but rather a concrete heteroglot conception of the world. All words have the “taste” of a profession, a genre, a tendency, a party, a particular work, a generation, an age group, the day and hour. Each word tastes of the context…in which
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it has lived its socially charged life; all words and forms are populated by intentions.

Thus, it is a myth that English or any other language can avoid politics, as suggested by Phillipson. He explains that the language being taught in the classroom is inextricably linked to economic, political, and social reality in which it develops, although language can hide the interests being promoted.

On the other hand, It has been a long time ago that many experts expose the crucial role of textbook in teaching and learning process. Philip G. Altbach, reported that the only books students have access to are often textbooks. J. Patrick, M. Lockheed & A. Verspoor, and P. Altbach, et al found out that there is a tendency that textbooks are the main teaching medium in classrooms. Sheldon and Hutchinson as quoted by Wang, verify that many programs of ELT (English Language Teaching) rely on what the textbooks serve. In 2001, Anita Lie states that in spite of the suggestion of developing innovative activities and making use of other authentic materials, it is textbooks that typically convey the curriculum in Indonesia. Furthermore, Anna Maria Pinter also confirms that textbook is the most significant material for teaching-learning process that guides teachers’ and learners’ activities in many classrooms. According to Graves in M. Sohoriti, textbook functions as the backbone of many courses. Textbooks, therefore, hold a very important role in the teaching and learning process as they are the main references for teachers to conduct the instruction activities in classroom.

In line with the above considerations, this research aims to examine the construction of the discourse of religious and moral values within the official
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English textbook for junior high school grade VII, *Bahasa Inggris: When English Rings the Bell*, written by Asep Gunawan, Yuli Rulani Khatimah, dan Siti Wachidah and edited by Emi Emilia, Didi Suherdi, dan R. Safrina. The textbook is comprised of 188 pages, divided into 8 chapters. This textbook is released by The Ministry of Education and Culture based on the national curriculum of 2013, and to expose the underlying ideology of the textbook.

This study makes use of Fairclough’s three dimensional model, which brings together three related levels of analysis, namely textual (description stage), processing (interpretation stage), and socio-cultural analysis (explanation stage). In the level of textual analysis, the researcher addresses the issues of transitivity and modality. In the processing stage, the focus is on the issue of assumption. Meanwhile, the ideology investigation is done in the last level.

**FINDINGS**

This part presents firstly the religious and moral (or called character) values contained in the textbook, and then how these values are analyzed through the lense of CDA

**The construction of religious and moral values mainly contained in the textbook**

These various religious and moral values can be categorized into four more general classification: values related to one’s self, to other people, to animals, and to the things around. This is how the discourse of religious and moral values, as prescribed by the character-building-based curriculum of 2013, is constructed within the textbook. This is illustrated in the following diagram.
From the general values above, the researcher further assumes more specific values. For examples, habit of greeting people implies the values of friendliness, politeness, and love. Attentiveness to time and signs potentially conveys the values of discipline, diligence and responsibility. Attentiveness to people, animals, plants, and things around is likely to mean that the students should love them and take care of them. Moreover, especially in the topic of being attentive of people, the researcher also finds texts containing the values of helpfulness, thankfulness, cheerfulness, forgiveness, and diligence.

**Underlying ideologies behind the discourse of religious and moral values**

The CDA investigation will be divided based on the four categories of character values above.

**Values related to one’s self**

Values related to one’s self seems to be focused on chapter II of the textbook, which is about attentiveness to time. Here, values of discipline and diligence are apparently encouraged. In this chapter, the topics such as daily activities and subjects schedule at school are discussed.

Being discipline and diligent is of course generally favorable. However, there is no such kind of free-value values. The following is the textual, assumption, and ideological analysis of the topic of daily activities presented on the textbook.

It is illustrated in the textbook that when the teacher asks a student to tell the class about his daily activities, he answers:

On Monday, I play football
On Tuesday, I learn to play guitar
On Wednesday, I go jogging
On Thursday, I go to the library
On Friday, I visit my grandmother
On Saturday, I go swimming
On Sunday, I go to the park.

All these sentences are categorized as material process within the system of transitivity, which position the subject “I” (i.e. the student) as the actor and “football, playing guitar, jogging, and swimming” as the range; while “the library” and “the park” are the circumstance of place. The word “my grandmother” is the only target of those sentences.

Meanwhile, in the lens of modality, these are categorized of modalization of usuality. Without any modal auxiliaries, these sentences fall into the category of polarized (or unmodulated) statement, which means that the speaker is 100% certain of he says.

In the level of assumption analysis, there is a value assuption that the activities of playing football, learning to play guitar, going jogging, going to the library, visiting a grandmother, going swimming and going to the park are are acceptable, or maybe even favorable, activities. These are the represented activities outside school of Indonesian students. This is certainly not representation of all groups of socio-economic status of Indonesian students. Only those of mid-high class students have privilege to routinely do such “amusing” activities.

Those who live a mid-low-class life, especially those who live the countryside area, are unlikely represented. Students within this socio-economic level usually spend their after-school time and their day-offs to help their parents work.

Another group who is also excluded from this daily-activities representation is those who spend their after-school time to study at the diniyah madrasahs. Students belonging to this group is not few. Several months ago, hundred of thousand people protested the full-day school policy proposed by the Ministry of Education. Their main argument is that the policy will potentially disturb their schedule of study at the madrasahs.
Values toward others

Loving and being attentive seem to be the emphasis of the values toward others. These values are elaborated in chapter I (entitled “How are You?”), chapter III (entitled “I love People around Me”), chapter V (entitled “I Love my Town”), and chapter VI, which is entitled “She’s so Nice”. The following is the discussion on the habit of greeting people as an expression of loving them and the character of being attentive toward them.

Greeting people as an expression of love

Chapter I is likely devoted to instill the habit of greeting people around. The chapter is opened with a question from an adult man seeming to be a teacher: “Did you say ‘Good Morning’ to your family this morning?”

(Pic. 4.1 Taken from the textbook, page 2)

This verbal process with “you” (i.e students) as the sayer, “Good morning” as the verbiage, and “your family” as the target, conveys the value assumption that saying “Good morning” at morning to family members is a good thing and therefore should be done by the students.

This notion is then continued with examples of how this way of greeting people are practiced in a daily basis as expressed within the following pictures.
Greeting people is a normal activity for human being with any socio-ideological identity. The way to greet people, nevertheless, varies among them. In 1987, Indonesian society was shocked by Gus Dur statement while interviewed by Amanah Magazine that the Islamic greeting “Assalamu’alaykum” could be changed with “Selamat pagi”, “Selamat siang”, “Selamat sore”, and “Selamat malam”. This controversial statement triggered a huge protest from Muslim masses, and even KH As’ad Samsul Arifin, who previously paved the way for Gus Dur to be the chairman of PBNU, dubbed him as a kyai ketoprak “43.

In the lens of Islamic teaching, a specific utterance is prescribed for greeting people. There are so many hadiths explaining this matter (see Sunan Abu Dawood/2721, Shahih Bukhariy/3045, and Shahih Muslim/2447 to mention some). For example,

وروى الترمذي أن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم قال: إذا لقي الرجل أخاه المسلم فليقل: اسلام عليكم ورحمة الله وبركاته
And Tirmidziy reported that the Prophet pbuh said: “if a man encounter with his brother he should say ‘Assalamu ’alaykum warahmatullaahi wabarakatuhu”44.

43 http://www.nu.or.id/post/read/23546/filosofi-kenyelenehan-gus-dur, 28 June 2010
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It is, therefore very strange to see a muslim family greet each other using “good morning” and “goodbye” instead of “assalamu’alaykum” like shown in Pic 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 above. Here, consciously or not, Islamic greeting is suppressed although Islamic dresses is clearly represented. The problem even precisely lies on the people portrayed with Islamic dresses while they greet each other using non-Islamic greetings, which are the greetings belonging to the secular western cultures.

**Being attentive to people**

The people being the target of attention are mostly about the occupation of the members of family and the physical appearance of classmates.

**Attentiveness to people’s occupation**

The occupations represent the mid-high class of socio-economic status. The pic 4.6 shows that the mother is a policewoman; the father is a gardener (and also a biology teacher, as explained at page 106); the grandfather is a doctor; and the grandmother is a cook and a restaurant owner (as explained at page 106).

(Pic. 4.6 *Taken from the textbook, page 103*)

Moreover, this portrayal also represents the modern notion of gender equality which suggests women have job as men do.
The process material “do” in the question “What does your mother do?” (see pic 4.7 above) involves a propositional assumption that the mother has an occupation. And as shown in pic. 4.8, the student then gives an answer: “My mother is a policewoman”, expressed in an attributive relational process, in which “my mother” is the carrier and “policewoman” is the attribute. In the lens of modality system, it is categorized as unmodalized certainty due to its lack of any modal.

The mother, as a policewoman, is also shown as joining the program called “The Police are Kids’ Best Friend” (see Pic. 4.9), an attributive relational process and unmodalized certainty, suggesting a value assumption that police are favorable occupation; while in reality, for some if not many Indonesian people, police institution is famous for its usual bribery in traffic-rules transgressions and is also known for its brutality in managing what they call “terrorism” acts.

Another portrayal of the mother as a policewoman is that “she protects the town from crime”. Besides amplifying the above notion of woman emancipation
by putting a “she” as the actor of the material process “protects”, this sentence also conveys a value assumption that this kind of act is favorable. Interestingly, this act of protecting the town from crime is symbolized by an image of the policewoman saving a bank from a male criminal.

*Attentiveness to people’s physical appearance*

Here, the researcher focuses on the concept of beauty the textbook ideologically conveys through its statements and their accompanying images.

From more than 400 pictures of women contained throughout the textbook, only 2 of them represent the dark-skinned and curly-haired women! These 2 pictures (see Pic. 4.11) are pictures of the same person, who is a mother, instead of a young girl. Moreover, they are only pictures without any description of their physical appearance, let alone being attributed with any description of beauty.

(Pic. 4.11 *Taken from the textbook, page 15 and 17*)

Meanwhile, the rest of the pictures represent the white-skinned and straight-haired women, and some of them are attributed with favorable adjectives like beautiful and pretty!

In page 130 (see Pic. 4.11), a girl with a veil describes her white-skinned friend as follows.

She’s tall
Her hair is straight
Her skin is smooth
All of the above sentences are written in attributive relational process. The carriers are “she”, “her hair”, and “her skin”; while the attributes are “tall”, “straight”, and “smooth”, conveying value assumption that they are desirable. Without any modals, these three sentences imply 100% of certainty and, hence, are categorized as unmodalized affirmations.

The following picture (pic. 4.13) keeps the same notion. A young girl named Lina is recognized in an attributive relational process with an attribute “a pretty girl”, and it is stated with 100% (unmodalized) belief. The associated picture shows that the pretty girl is straight-haired and bright-skinned.

Moreover, this pretty girl is then associated with her pleasing character of being helpful. The sentence “She always helps me” is a material process, in which the pretty girl is the actor and “me” is the goal. The modal “always” suggests that the action “help” is perceived as a high usuality by the writer. This also transmits a value assumption that the action is favorable. Thus, the girl is not only physically pretty but also ethically beautiful; and her skin is bright and her hair is straight.
Furthermore, Pic 4.14 strengthens the notion that beauty is identical with bright skin and straight hair. The mother who is attributed as a beautiful woman is portrayed in the image version as bright-skinned and straight-haired.

![Image of a mother and her child with speech bubble: "This is my mother. She is a beautiful woman. She likes reading novels.

(Pic. 4.14 Taken from the textbook, page 152)

Interestingly, this “beautiful” mother is characterized as “likes reading a novel”. This mental process “likes” and “reading novel” as the phenomenon. And as for the modality analysis, due to its lack of any modal, the statement is categorized is unmodalized certainty, implying that the speaker is 100% assured about it. When this liking reading novel is attributed to a mother, who is additionally beautiful, it brings the postulation that this hobby is favored. However, reading novels is not common activity of ordinary mothers in Indonesia, especially those living in the mid-low social class.

Not only that, the notion that being beautiful is identical with bright skin and straight hair is again amplified in Pic. 4.15. The boy states,

This is my friend
She is beautiful
We go to school together

(p. 152)
It is puzzling whether the unmodalized material process “we go to school together” has a causal-effect relationship with the previous attributive relational process “she is beautiful”. If yes, then this picture conveys a somewhat dangerous message: the boy goes to school together with the girl because the girl is beautiful, i.e. she has bright skin and straight hair!

Values toward things
In line with the representation of the people’s occupation discussed above, the discourse of character value of being attentive to things around does represent the mid-high social class. Written in uniformly identifying relational process, the clauses are completed with images showing the luxurious things inside the house owned by the speaker.

In the living room, which is spacious and clean, there are a bookcase, a TV, a painting, among others.

The wide kitchen is equipped with a refrigerator, a cabinet, an oven, a sink, etc., plus a set of a dining table with the chairs.
Furthermore, while many Indonesian students share their bedrooms with their brothers and sisters, pic 4.18 shows a student has her own bedroom, which is large, and completed much furniture.
The mid-high social class is also represented in the pic 4.19 until pic. 4.20. The bathroom is provided with a shower, a sitting toilet, a mirror with the sink, etc.

(Pic. 4.19 Taken from the textbook, page 87)

The garage is also large, where a deluxe car, a scooter, and a bike are kept inside.

(Pic. 4.20 Taken from the textbook, page 88)

And lastly, the garden is outsize too, representing the wealth of the owner.
CONCLUSION

The objectives of this research are to examine how the discourse of religious and moral values within the official English textbook for Indonesian high school students is constructed and to expose the underlying ideology. This is done through a rigid textual analysis targeting the systems of transitivity and modality, and a processing analysis through the examination of the assumptions conveyed extra linguistically by the texts, and explanation analysis through ideological analysis relating the texts with the social order within which the texts are produced.

The findings show that the discourse of religious and moral values within the textbook is constructed with generally four main categories of values: values related to one’s self, to other people, to animals, and to the things around.

From the general values above, the researcher further assumes more specific values. For examples, habit of greeting people implies the values of friendliness, politeness, and love. Attentiveness to time and signs potentially conveys the values of discipline, diligence and responsibility. Attentiveness to people, animals, plants, and things around is likely to mean that the students should love them and take care of them. Moreover, especially in the topic of being attentive of people, the researcher also finds texts containing the values of helpfulness, thankfulness, cheerfulness, forgiveness, and diligence.

The CDA investigation then exposes the ideological representation the discourse transmits. The themes of being attentive to time, to people’s occupations, and to the things around, bring with them the primordial ideological representation of the mid-high social class. Out-school activities such as learning to play guitar, going jogging, going swimming, and going to the park; occupation such as doctor, restaurant owner, policewoman, and modern gardener; and fully-furnished large house with a luxury car undoubtedly do not represent the low socio-economic class of Indonesian students, rather they are representation of that of “the haves”.
Moreover, especially within the topic of being attentive to people’s occupation, there are two underlying ideological representations that should be highlighted. The first is the primordial ideology of feminism; and secondly, the systemic ideology of capitalism. As for the former, the textbook portrays the adult women within a family as working women: big restaurant owner and a policewoman who caught a male criminal! While for the latter, the discourse is supportive to the systemic ideology of Capitalism by representing the act of protecting the town with saving a bank from robbery. Banks, as discussed earlier, are the key players in the capitalist-oriented markets. For the same time, banks are representation of riba-based business, which is categorized as one of the major sins in the lens of Islamic systemic ideology.

Then, regarding to the discourse of expression of love and politeness to people surrounding by greeting them, the text conveys the western-dominated ways of greetings. Even between supposedly Muslim family members, the represented greetings are the western styles, instead of the Islamic ones. Here, the systematic ideological Islamic greeting “Assalamu’alaykum...” is suppressed and marginalized.

These notions are manifested in selective processes of transitivity and certain use of modality system, and in also several conveyed assumptions beyond linguistic features.
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